Hotel & resort
planning solutions

Building a better guest experience.
As a pioneer of access management software, electronic locking
systems and mobile access, we are driven to redefine hotel
systems to offer the highest level of control, safety and
efficiency. Our extensive product portfolio affords the architect,
developer and property manager creative and operational
freedom, while addressing the functional needs of the hotel by
controlling and monitoring access at every entry point of the
property. Our guest-centric solutions merge security with
convenience—creating a safer and more welcoming environment
to enhance the overall guest experience.

Perimeter access control
Our security solutions control
access throughout the hotel
property—including parking
garages, elevators back-ofhouse and perimeter.

Electronic hotel locks
Our Ilco and Saflok hotel locks
are mobile enabled—providing
convenient options for guests to
connect with your hotel. Hoteliers
choose dormakaba for exceptional
performance, scalability, and
flexible deployment options.

Interior glass systems
Creating a welcoming environment
requires transparency. Our range of
interior glass systems allows
configurations for any application—
framed or frameless, sliding or
folding, point fittings or rails—to let
the sun shine in.

Access management software
Backed by a library of web
services and Application Program
Interfaces (API), our access
management software easily
interfaces with hotel property
management systems to offer
superior operational efficiency.

Mobile access solutions
dormakaba mobile access solutions
are a secure end-to-end mobile
credential system that streamlines
guest processes—allowing them to
access their room and fully control
their travel preferences. A choice of
service programs accommodates
your mobile strategy.

Entrance systems
A welcoming, properly
functioning entrance system is
the first step to enhancing the
guest experience. Our portfolio
includes automatic sliding,
swing, and revolving doors in a
variety of configurations and
programming options.

Doors & door hardware
Our selection of wood doors,
hollow metal doors and frames,
door locks, exit devices, door
closers, hinges, and flat goods
make any opening a welcoming
experience.

Moveable walls
Operable partitions,
accordion doors and
acoustical glass wall
systems offer flexible
design solutions for
managing interior
spaces.
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About dormakaba
dormakaba is a leading innovator of premium access solutions
that provide safety, security, and unmatched performance for
businesses of all sizes.
At the heart of our approach to providing advanced access
solutions is a passion for developing systems that offer a variety
of door hardware and access control options. Compliant,
welcoming and comfortably accessible building entrances,
perimeter access points, and interior openings ensure safety and
operational efficiency.

Spotlight on mobile access

Our Mobile Access Programs have been tailored to
meet any hotel’s needs in the deployment of their
mobile strategy. They offer multiple services that help
operators simplify mobile access adoption with their
locks equipped with Bluetooth Low Energy technology.
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